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NEWS RELEASE
FOR UD ACTIVIST, COMMUNITY CONNECTION
BEGINS WITH PEOPLE NEXT DOOR
DAYTON, Ohio - Brian Young's diploma was still new when he moved into his Obell
Court apartment two years ago. He graduated from his undergraduate student days to
University employee when he accepted the position of assistant director of UD's Learning
Village- as the University dubbed its technology-enhanced learning environment.
He settled in quickly and became part of the neighborhood that bridges UD's campus
housing to the south and the inner-city community to the north. He took in stride the sign
posted at one house: "Forget the dog. I have a .44."
Now, "The neighbors are just like an extended family," Young said. "And the school's in
my backyard."
And so began the technology initiative between UD and Patterson-Kennedy Elementary
International Heritage Academy. Young's natural talents in information technology led him to
provide refurbished cast-off and repaired computers for the youngsters in the neighborhood.
"If God put us on the planet to do something specific, in my case it's IT," Young said.

"I'd take old machines and repair them and give them to families on Obell. Some are Internetcapable, but even if they're not, the kids can develop mousing and keyboard skills."
His first site visit to the school18 months ago gave him the idea of using a wireless
network instead of cobbling together a network from the tangle of.wires that had been installed
in the building over several years and by several contractors. "This is a wonderful way to show
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you don't have to go digging into building walls and floors and ceilings," Young said of the
potential for imitation. "You don't have to do noisy digging and lose school tiiJ;te and you won't
disturb asbestos or other materials that may be in a building."
Yolm.g joined in as one of the ongoing links between members of the UD community
and Patterson-Kennedy. He continues to volunteer his technology expertise by working with
the technical staff of the School of Education and Allied Professions to develop the project.
In addition to benefiting the students, Young believes parents and neighbors without
children in the school will make use of the technology at the "cyber cafe" in the PattersonKennedy Family Resource Center. "The kids like it, but for the adults, the proving ground is if
you can do something that you find beneficial, like doing your taxes or finding a job or
polishing writing skills so that you can write a resume," Young said. Adults may be drawn to eBay, for example, for the opportunity to make money by offering unwanted items for auction:
He calls the cyber cafe at Patterson-Kennedy a "testing ground to bridge the digital
divide. Companies will look at this and see reasons to get involved. We're fighting the flight of
technology-savvy workers who go elsewhere for better pay and cutting-edge technology. We
know we need to bring these capabilities into our schools for students.
"How can we develop into the Silicon Valley of the Midwest? It starts with education; it
starts with K-12."
-30For media interviews, contact Brian Young at (937) 229-4806 or via e-mail at
Brian.Young@notes. udayton.edu.

